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DUBAI, July 7 (Reuters) - A fire aboard a ship in
Dubai's Jebel Ali Port was extinguished on Thursday
after it had been sparked overnight by an explosion
in a container, the Dubai government's media office
said.

The blaze in the Middle East's largest transshipment
hub was caused by a container holding flammable
material, Dubai Media Office (DMO) Director
General Mona Al Marri told Al Arabiya television,
describing it as a "normal accident".

Police in Dubai, a regional business hub and one of
seven emirates making up the United Arab Emirates,
said the blast might have been caused by "friction or
high temperatures" during hot summer weather, Al
Arabiya reported.
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C O N T A I N E R  S H I P P I N G  P R I C E S
S K Y R O C K E T  A S  R U S H  T O  M O V E  G O O D S
P I C K S  U P

Prices to ship containers from Asia to the U.S. and
Europe are rising at a historic pace as cargo owners
bid up rates in a search for ocean transportation
capacity that shipping industry executives expect to
remain tight for the rest of the year.

According to a global pricing index by London-based
Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd, the average price
world-wide to ship a 40-foot container has more than
quadrupled from a year ago, to $8,399 as of July 1,
the measure has surged 53.5% since the first week of
May.

According to Drewry’s measure, listed prices to ship
from China to major ports in Europe and the U.S.
West Coast are closer to $12,000 a container, and
some companies say that they are being charged
$20,000 for last-minute agreements to get goods onto
outbound vessels.

BY PAUL PAGE

The chief growth officer at Seko Logistics(base on
Itasca, Ill. freight forwarder that handles large
volumes of trans-Pacific shipments), Brian Bourke
said that “Global trade right now is the hottest
restaurant in town,” and he also said that “If you want
to get a reservation, you need to plan it out two
months in advance. Everyone’s trying to grab any spot
they can and they’re all spoken for.”

Shipping experts say the rising ocean rates are the
result of disruptions across supply chains that
triggered delays at ports and inland distribution
networks as Western retailers and manufacturers rush
to restock inventories that were depleted during the
Covid-19 pandemic.

The rates started edging upward last summer as
consumer demand began rising with the end of
lockdowns.
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But that’s no longer the

case, most do not seem to

care about prices anymore.

Differences accelerated as events such as the Suez
Canal blockage in March and bottlenecks at
gateways in Southern California and China’s
Yantian port have tied up ships at sea for days and
weeks at a time, to let the pricing surge and let the
backups rippling across supply chains and leaving
containers in short supply.

According to the data from a Denmark-based
shipping research group Sea-Intelligence ApS, there
are 695 ships that were more than a week late in
arrivals at U.S. West Coast ports in the first five
months of 2021. That compares with 1,535 such late
arrivals during the entire period from 2012 to 2020,
the group said, this is a very “staggering” data.

The head of the Supply Chain Advisors practice at
Drewry, Philip Damas said that “Everyone is
spending much longer on round trips,” he also
thinks that “Containers are sitting on the water for
much longer periods of time, containers are waiting
at ports for much longer. Productivity in container
shipping is deteriorating. Every failure is effectively
creating ripple effects. It’s a vicious cycle.”

Mr. Damas said rate quotations for growing numbers
of shipments are surpassing measures such as the
Drewry index, the Shanghai Containerized Freight
Index and the Freightos Baltic Index because the
indexes generally capture spot booking prices that
are being offered within about a week before a
ship’s scheduled departure. With cargo owners
scrambling to get goods moving, some ocean
carriers are offering slots on ships past that point,
when ships are at terminals and customers are
pressing to get goods on board.

“Now everything is overbooked, shippers are desperate to
book tomorrow. It’s more a bidding war than it is a traditional
tariff and this bidding war is accelerating. Some of these
$23,000, $24,000 prices include the inland distribution cost
and that can easily add far more to the final cost.” Mr.
Damas said that. 

Some supply-chain experts think the high rates leave many
shippers, particularly those with relatively low-value goods,
facing a choice: They can pay the prices and try to pass the
costs on to their customers or retreat from overseas markets.

A consultant at logistics firm Jizhi Supply Chain Service Yiwu
Co., Zhu Guojin said last month that most of the company’s
clients, including Amazon.com Inc. vendors and some
American importers, are so desperate for the goods that they
are paying up.

“Last year, many clients delayed shipping in the hope that
the cost could come down. But that’s no longer the case,
most do not seem to care about prices anymore.” said by Mr.
Zhu. 

Mr. Damas said he expects the strains on container shipping
to “remain critical” until the Lunar New Year in early 2022,
the holiday when Chinese factories typically shut down. He
also thinks that “There is no end in sight, there is no way
during this peak season that things will improve. The
backlogs and delays will only deteriorate.”

Mr. Bourke of Seko said the company is already planning for
the scramble for space to continue through the end-of-year
holidays.“It’s been peak season all year and we are planning
for it to be a flat-out peak season until the first of the year,”
he said.
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Q u i e t  a i r  c a r g o  m a r k e t
c o n f i d e n t  o f  s t r o n g  d e m a n d
a n d  a  p e a k  s e a s o n  t h i s  y e a r
By Alex Lennane

According to Freight Investor Services (FIS), the air freight market may be

relatively quiet , but “the forecast remains for another peak”.

The head of air and containers at FIS , Peter Stallion said that Nothing “a highly

supportive summer period [an unusual thing for the ‘normal ’ airfreight market]

stretched inventories and the reopening of economies post-Covid”, noted in

today ’s Baltic Exchange newsletter that the market would likely see both

strong demand and “strong forward capacity”.

Much of course still hangs on the return of long-haul passenger traffic . Peter

Stallion added : “Owned charter capacity is still king . However , as rates come off

– and passenger-freighters become less viable – we may also see another

rebound in rates as capacity goes offline , and then comes back online , as

demand and prices recover .”
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“Recall that there was no back-to-school season in 2020 , retailer inventories

remain near historic lows , ocean capacity remains under pressure and port

terminal bottlenecks and trucking shortages are increasing hinterland lead

times . “These factors will be slow to unwind , in our view , and leave precious

few alternatives to airfreight for shippers in need , especially if we see a Q4

peak . So , as little relief as the current lull offers to purchasers of airfreight

capacity , we do expect things to get worse before they get better .”

VP global logistics for Stifel , Bruce Chan ,

expects that it will return to ‘normal ’ rates

for a while .

Noting that air freight rates are now

connected to passenger demand ,

epidemiology and port operations , he said

none of the factors pointed toward

“structurally lower rates anytime soon”.

Stifel reiterated that it didn ’t see a big

return for long-haul passenger travel before

2023 or 2024 , but Mr Chan said rates were

unlikely to stay at this level for another

three years .

But Mr Chan also thinks that “There are

structural factors that may keep rates higher

than before , including the global rise of e-

commerce and the fractionalisation of

supply chains in search of labour , capacity

and production diversification . “And several

large freight forwarders have now declared

air charter to be a permanent part of their

service offering , not just peak capacity infill”

Stifel said rates could be expected to

remain high until next year , and were likely

to rise soon .
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Rates are currently between 60% and 120% higher than pre-Covid levels ,

depending on the trade lane . According to the Baltic Air Freight Index ,

westbound transatlantic and Asia to Europe have both seen drops of some

8% since May , while Asia to North America has fallen further , 16% from

Shanghai and 9% from Hong Kong .Year on year , lanes to North America are

generally higher , while lanes to Europe are lower .



TROUBLE AT SEA MEANS EARLY
PEAK AND SUDDEN WAVE OF AIR

FREIGHT RATE SPIKES
B Y  A L E X  L E N N A N E

 Due to production backlogs

and a modal shift from the

troubled sea freight sector ,

a sudden spike in demand

in air cargo ,  forming a ‘very

early peak ’ .  Reported by

some forwarders .

One European forwarder

said that “Since last week ,

rates are climbing

everywhere , ”  He thinks the

demand increased

massively ,  because with

distressed ocean freight is

moved to air .

Following a lull in May and

June ,  traditionally a quiet

period ,  volumes – and rates –

are climbing again .

One Singapore-based forwarder said that “Demand

from China to the US and Europe is starting to pick

up ,  due to more electronic products being ready to

ship . ”

“There had been a shortage of semiconductor chips in

May and June ,  which affected production .  And there is

a backlog of orders for Apple products and Sony

PlayStation 5s .

“We expect demand to stay strong till the end of 2021 ,

due to the traditional peak season .  China to the US

has remained at a relatively high level of rates ,  but

may increase towards the end of the year . ”

“While rates to the US had been gradually increasing ,

there must be some temporary factors affecting the

European market all of a sudden” .  Said by a Shanghai-

based forwarder .

“Rates have increased in the past two weeks and ,  this

week ,  there was a substantial price rise in general for

all carriers ,  of some $1 per kg ,  or even more . ”
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The reason that he thinks is

because the ISC largely

depended upon the Middle

Eastern carriers ,  but he said

they had reduced capacity in

the region ,  while India ’s major

airports were congested .

Bangladesh ,  meanwhile ,  is

“pretty dysfunctional” ,  as

revealed by The Loadstar

today .

The European forwarder also

said that :  “So it now looks like

the ocean freight disruption ,

high demand ,  shippers

realising their goods will miss

deadlines ,  and various local

issues and congestion are all

coming together to form a very

early peak ,  which is

anticipated to continue for

months ,  including through the

traditional period “It ’s all been

pretty sudden over the last 10

days ,  with the turning point

Monday 28th June when it

started to become noticeable .

“We are uptrading 100%, year

on year ,  on air freight volumes ,

and in some weeks two to

three times the levels normal

for the time of year .  This is on

all lanes including exports

from UK/Europe . ”

The Singapore forwarder said airlines appeared to

be switching capacity out of south Asia to China .

“Some manufacturing delays are expected ,  as most

south Asian countries are in multiple states of

lockdown due to Covid .  Air carriers are reducing

their capacity from these origins and redeploying

them to China for the strong demand ex-China to

US . ”

But it is perhaps the Indian sub-continent (ISC) that

is facing the biggest spike in demand and

congestion ,  however ,  as Indian exports ramp up

following an easing of lockdown restrictions .

“Air freight rates are really going crazy for both US

and EU , ”  said an Indian forwarder .  “Rates have been

almost doubled and I cannot even imagine where

we are heading .  Till week 24 ,  rates to Europe were

close to $2 .70 to $2 .80 ,  but current market rates

have gone up to $3 .40 to $3 .50 even ,  for which

onwards to the US is more than eight to nine days ,

and for EU the transit time is seven to eight days . ”
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EVER GIVEN RELEASED
FROM SUEZ CANAL AFTER
COMPENSATION AGREED
b y  R u t h  M i c h a e l s o n

The container ship that blocked the Suez Canal earlier this year has
departed Egypt’s Great Bitter Lake to fanfare and a signing ceremony for a
compensation agreement between its owners and the Suez Canal
Authority.

The 220,000-ton Ever Given was freed after three months at anchor,
bound for an inspection in the northern city of Port Said and then to
Rotterdam, where it will unload the 18,300 containers onboard long after
they were due.

The hulking vessel sailed up the Suez Canal, past a lavish party of
assembled diplomats and flag-waving canal authority officials in Ismailia,
as smaller boats sprayed jets of water in celebration.

The SCA head, Osama Rabie said
that “I announce to the world that
we have reached a deal,”. He
described the events of the Ever
Given’s grounding and
subsequent salvage operations,
saying “we were facing a tough
test with the world watching”.

The Ever Given’s owner, Shoei
Kisen Kaisha, was keen to
preserve the celebratory mood
after weeks of negotiations. And
through the video said that “Our
company … will continue to be a
regular and loyal customer of the
Suez Canal.”

Shoei Kisen Kaisha also said that
“we recognise the tremendous
importance of the goods carried
by our vessels and we regret the
impact that the voyage delay has
had on those with cargo stuck
onboard,” 

The Ever Given was officially
detained by the Egyptian
authorities in April amid a
dispute over compensation
between its owners and the SCA
after it blocked the waterway in
late March. The vessel was
grounded on the canal banks for
six days, causing a backlog of
more than 400 ships at each end
of the canal, costing billions in
trade.

the head of the National Union of
Seafarers of India (which
represents the 26-person crew),
Abdulgani Y Serang said that “We
are very happy that the seafarers
are finally resuming sailing” Eight
members of the original crew
were repatriated and new
seafarers flown in to replace them
as the ship was detained long
enough for six of their contracts
to expire.

“The captain and crew were
excited to finally sail out of
Egypt, after months in fear as
they risked arrest while a legal
battle swirled around the ship and
her cargo. They just want to get
going and move on with their
lives,” said Serang.
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No party involved has disclosed details of the compensation agreement,
other than the inclusion of a new tugboat for the SCA. According to
Wall Street Journal reported that the preliminary deal totaled $200m,
while Egyptian media and others said the deal could be as much as
$550m.

The CEO of the logistics company Zencargo, Alex Hersham said that
“The Suez crisis was one of a number of once-in-a-generation
disruption events that we have faced in an extremely short time,
preceded by the pandemic and Brexit, whose customers represent an
undisclosed amount of cargo onboard the Ever Given. These all add to
the growing strain that global supply chains are under.”

The Suez canal is responsible for at least10% of world shipping traffic,
and is a focal point of Egyptian nationalism, earning the country
roughly $5bn a year in revenues. In May the Egyptian president, Abdel
Fatah al-Sisi, urged canal authorities to expand the lower half of the
canal within a year, after he demanded an $8.2bn project to widen an
upper section of the waterway in 2014 also be completed within a year.

“The seafarers were under a lot
of stress due to the incident and
because of the world’s focus on
it,” he said. “They were aware
there was support for them, but
the case went to court in Egypt,
and with the stance from the
Suez Canal Authority it
definitely added to the
pressure.”

The battle over what caused the
grounding and the SCA’s large
compensation demands resulted
in negotiations previously
described as “long and arduous”
by the Ever Given’s insurers, the
UK P&I Club, while a separate
legal case continued in court in
the nearby port city of Ismailia.

The SCA pointed to culpability
by the ship’s captain, claiming
he entered the canal during
poor weather and high winds
and lost the ability to steer after
travelling at speed. Other parties
involved dispute this,
underlining the role of the
SCA’s canal pilots who steer
ships through the tight
waterway as well as authorities
allowing the Ever Given to enter
the canal during a sandstorm.

The SCA originally demanded
$916m (£650m) in
compensation, including a
“salvage bonus”, and $300m for
“loss of reputation”, a claim the
UK P&I Club called
“extraordinarily large” and
“largely unsupported”.

This week an Egyptian court
lifted the ship’s detention order,
allowing the Ever Given to sail
again. It had “focused on
reaching a fair and amicable
settlement with the SCA … After
more than three months of
negotiations we are pleased that
an agreement was reached
which has allowed the ship to
leave the Suez canal.” Said by
the UK P&I Club
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DUBAI EXTINGUISHES FIRE
ON SHIP IN JEBEL ALI PORT

By Lisa Barrington, Alexander Cornwell

DUBAI ,  July 7 (Reuters) - A fire aboard a ship in Dubai 's Jebel Ali

Port was extinguished on Thursday after it had been sparked

overnight by an explosion in a container ,  the Dubai government 's

media office said .  The blaze in the Middle East 's largest

transshipment hub was caused by a container holding flammable

material ,  Dubai Media Office (DMO) Director General Mona Al Marri

told Al Arabiya television ,  describing it as a "normal accident" .

The Dubai Media Office said there were no casualties and officials

told Al Arabiya the crew had been evacuated .  Police in Dubai ,  a

regional business hub and one of seven emirates making up the

United Arab Emirates ,  said the blast might have been caused by

"friction or high temperatures" during hot summer weather ,  Al

Arabiya reported .

UAE Energy and Infrastructure Minister Suhail al-Mazrouei said all

logistical operations at Jebel Ali Port had resumed .  He also pointed

out that "Our priority now is to ensure that the accident will not

impact the marine environment . "  The ministry named the ship as

Ocean Trader .  The Dubai authorities earlier said it had capacity to

carry 130 containers .  Reuters could not immediately contact the

ship 's owners .

Overnight ,  Dubai Media

Office had posted footage

of water being pumped to

douse flames .  Witnesses in

residential areas as far away

as 22 km (14 miles) from

Jebel Ali had heard the

explosion .

The Dubai Media Office said

the vessel had been

preparing to dock at a

berth "away from the port 's

main shipping line" .

State-run DP World ,  the

owner of Jebel Ali Port

which handled 13 .5 million

containers in 2020 ,  had no

immediate comment when

contacted by Reuters .
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BUSINESS-CLASS
AIRLINE LA
COMPAGNIE STEPS
INTO AIR CARGO
By Damian Brett

Business-class airline La Compagnie has appointed

Worldwide Flight Services (WFS) as its cargo

handler as it enters the air cargo market.

Business class services face a potentially difficult

future, it is because the rise of video calling rising

questions in some circles as to how long it will take

business-class travel to reach previous levels.

The airline has awarded WFS (WFS already provide

ground handling services to La Compagnie in

Newark for its passenger and ramp services to

Paris Orly and Nice) a three-year contract to

handle cargo onboard its Airbus A321LR services

from Paris Orly to New York’s Newark

International Airport, which will increase from the

current four flights a week to seven in September.

Each flight is expected to carry up to 3.5 tons of

cargo, which will depend on the number of

passengers. 

The vice president ground operations at La

Compagnie-Dreamjet, Damien Paries said that:

“WFS is the perfect partner to support the launch

of our first-ever freight service. We are confident

they will provide the same high-quality experience

for our cargo customers as our passengers enjoy

when they choose La Compagnie.”

The executive vice president

cargo – Europe, Middle East,

Africa and Asia at WFS, John

Batten also said that: “La

Compagnie has recognised

the significant business

opportunity of carrying cargo

on this prime route

connecting Paris and New

York and, by choosing to

partner with WFS, can be

assured of the highest

standards of cargo safety and

security operations, as well

as proactive customer

service. “We are confident

companies moving cargo

between Europe and North

America will welcome

another choice of capacity in

the market and we look

forward to contributing to La

Compagnie’s success.”

The transatlantic trade has

seen a steady increase in

rates since the covid

outbreak due to the loss of

belly capacity. According to

the data in June, the prices

from Frankfurt to North

America stood at $4.07 per

kg is almost double the 2019

pre-Covid level.
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